Annexure
Specification & Special Condition of tender:
Controller of Stores /West Central Railway, Jabalpur, for and on behalf of
President of India, Invites e- tenders from interested parties on the prescribed form on or
before 12.30 hrs. on the date of opening of tender.
Details of Work.
Nature of
work.

Supply of computerized reservation tickets (CRTs) with printing on
both sides of computerized reservation tickets. Roll of 200 tickets of
West Central Railway on paper specification as under:
1. Security Bond Paper in with water mark or INDIAN RAILWAY
logo of 119 GSM +/- 5% confirming to IS ; 1843/91
i. Caliper= 165 Micron+/-5
ii. Tear = 60-65(Min).
iii. Smoothness=80+/-5sec/100
iv. Rag Contents = 40% (Min)
v. GSM=119 GSM +/- 5%
vi. Breaking length= CD2500(Min),MD 3200(Min)
vii. One minute cobbtest=17(Min)
viii Brightness of write only = 70 (Min)
ix capacity = 80 (Min)
x PH Value = 5.0 (Min)
xi Finish = Paper should have smooth finish free from fluff,
creases, cuts, specks, wrinkles etc, and should be of uniform
finish throughout.
xii Furnish = The paper should be manufactured from 100%
virgin pulp containing high rag contents i.e. more than 40%.
2. Continuous paper with sprocket holes on either sides and
perforation between consecutive tickets for easy detachment.
3. Each ticket will have watermark of an approved design in the
back ground.
Specification
Size of PRS ticket = 18 cm X10 cm
of PRS ticket Front side space for advertisement in two parts 3 cm X 9 cm and 16
cm x 1cm
Rear side space for advertisement in two parts 9 cm X 9 cm and 16 cm
x 1 cm
Advertisement Advertisement on both sides of PRS tickets as space- A, space- B
(Rear side) & space- C, space- D (Front side) in multi - colour (4
colours)
Packing
(i)
Sealed rolls of 200 tickets each.
specification
(ii)
Paper to be realed on hollow card of dia 1/2” ( i.e. 12.7
mm)
(iii) Each roll to be extra 20 cm of perforated continuous
stationery.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

(v)

The party shall quote separately the cost of pre- printed blank stationery
(PRS/CRT ticket roll) and also the amount payable by him to the Railways for
advertisement in the same tender.
The contract shall be awarded to the party whose bid is the highest in term of net
earnings (quoted amount for advertisement minus quoted price for pre printed
stationery) for the Railways. The cost of the pre- printed stationery will be paid
the selected party by the Railway. However, advertisement revenue will be
collected from the party as per the bid before making payment for the cost of preprinted stationery.
It shall be ensured that the blank stationery is of requisite quality and advertisement printed on these PRS/CRT tickets are as per extant guidelines.
Railways shall also ensure that the firms with proven track record should be
selected as in this field it is noticed that a no. of firms are not printing the tickets
as per specification and also make many errors.
Approval & Restriction on displays(a) The firm shall take prior approval of the text/design of the advertisement.
(b) it has to be ensured by the firm that the advertisement printed are decent
and take care of aesthetics and does not give a cheap or vulgar appearance.
(c) The advertisement will be subject to the normal restrictions of respect of
certain category of advertisement such as smoking, Wines and alcoholic
drinks, having erotic back ground scenes, competitive advertisement from
any road transport companies/Airlines and from private insurance
companies offering policies against Railway Accidents.
(d) The advertisement should not propagate any religion or religious belief or
have picture of the leaders of the particular sect or religion.
(e) Advertisements that are considered objectionable in the eye of Law or
otherwise shall not be printed. Advertisements prohibited under various
acts and laws of Central/State Governments and various local government
bodies shall not be printed. There shall not be any sort of obscenity in the
design and matter of advertisement material. The firm will be fully liable
for any contravention in this regard and will be liable under the law of
land.
(f) Firm should submit the text and design of advertisement along with other
art work for prior approval CCM/WCR/JBP.
(g) Firm will not be permitted to make any changes in advertisement after the
art work is submitted to the office of CCM/WCR/JBP.
(h) The massage through advertisement should not be specify offensive and
should be in keeping with public morality. Advertisement regarding
intoxicants, cigarettes, bidis and other tobacco products are strictly
prohibited. The colour scheme of the advertisement should be aesthetically
appearing.
(i) Pictures may be printed on back side of the tickets but not on front side.
However, on the front side, multicoloured logo of the company/product
may be printed. It should be ensured that these pictures don’t give
indecent look.
(j) Specimen copy of the space for advertisement on the front and reverse
side of the computerized ticket is given in annexure.

